Hz). The effect of a magnetic field of 7 teslas is to increase the conductivity by about 50 % below 1.2 K, so that it can be inferred that phonon scattering by low lying magnetic excitations related to the spin glass phase disorder is present. From a measurement at a constant temperature well below Tg and as a function of field, it was found that the increase of K saturates above 2 teslas. A phenomenological analysis of the K(T) curves (T 1 K) has been made within the hypothesis that the effect of the magnetic excitations is analogous to that of the « two level systems » (TLS) considered in the case of structural glasses.
1. Introduetion. -The system Eu.,Sr, -.,S contains the first insulating material which was shown to display a magnetic field behaviour similar to that found in metallic spin glasses [1, 2] . The [4] .
The absence of conduction electrons in EuxSr 1 -xS is advantageous in the sense that some techniques used to study the spin glass phase give more direct evidence of characteristic properties than for metallic systems. This is the case with EPR experiments [5] and measurements of low temperature specific heat [6] . The evidence of a contribution to the specific heat which is proportional to the temperature (and which is sensitive to magnetic field) suggests the presence of low energy magnetic excitations with a constant density of states, by analogy with observations in structural glasses [7] . Therefore it is interesting to look for other characteristic properties of glasses at low temperatures [8] The thermal conductivity was measured using the standard steady state longitudinal heat flow method. The thermometers were Speer carbon resistors and two different pairs were used above and below 1.2 K. The low-temperature range was obtained with a dilution refrigerator and the magnetic field up to 7 teslas with a superconducting coil. The magnetic field was applied parallel to the heat flow. The magnetoresistance of the thermometers has been measured (I dR/R ~ 15 % below 1.2 K) and taken into account to obtain the results with applied field. The accuracy of the calibration is about 1 %. The largest error on the absolute values of the thermal conductivity is about 10 % and is due to the poor knowledge of the geometrical factor liS for such a small sample. This systematic error is not to be considered when the results with applied field and in zero field are compared and the estimation of the other sources of error leads to a relative accuracy of 3 %.
The results of the measurements in zero field from 50 mK to 70 K are shown in figure 1. The general shape is typical of an impure insulating crystal, with a broad maximum around 20 K.
There is no anomaly at the freezing temperature Tg. The solid line in figure I corresponds to the limiting T3 law (boundary scattering) estimated from the dimensions of the sample. In fact, the variation of the thermal conductivity is less than T3 and a T2 law is nearly followed below 3 K. This temperature dependence is illustrated by the K/T2 plot in the insert of figure 2 for the temperature range below 1 K. figure 2 and it is seen that the conductivity is increased by a factor of about 50 % compared to its zero-field values, and that it still varies as r2 (see the insert of figure 2). Second, a measurement at constant temperature T = 0.288 K was made as a function of decreasing magnetic field from 7 teslas (again applied at 1.2 K) to zero. This temperature was chosen as the magnetoresistance of the thermometer was especially low (I AR/R ~ 3 % in the whole field range). The results are shown in figure 3 and it is seen that the field effect is saturated above 2 teslas. At the end of both experiments, the magnetic field was suppressed and the conductivity remeasured : the same values as found in the previous zero-field run were obtained within experimental accuracy so that no memory effect was detectable. [8] . In the present case, the « TLS » are clearly related to the spin disorder as both the specific heat and the thermal conductivity are sensitive to applied magnetic field.
The results of these two experiments are coherent and the effect of large magnetic field is apparently to decrease the density no of the « TLS » : the specific heat is actually decreased by the field and the thermal conductivity is increased. More quantitative comparison is not possible as the concentrations of the samples are slightly different (x = 0.4 and x = 0.54) and, as the largest magnetic field used in the specific heat work is 1 tesla [6] , the saturation observed in the present work (Fig. 3) has not been reached. We note that some phonon scattering is still present in large magnetic fields, as the T3 law for boundary scattering alone is not recovered (Fig. 2) . There is no anomaly at Tg on the zero field thermal conductivity curve (see Fig. 1 ) and preliminary measurements have shown that the field effect is still present above 2 K and disappears only near 12-15 K.
As the value Tg = 1.8 K has been obtained at very low frequency, these results are to be related to the variation of Tg with frequency [9] . The most important phonons in the heat current spectrum have a frequency v~ such that hVmax '" 3.8 kT, that is v~ ~160 GHz for T = 2 K, and the corresponding freezing temperature calculated using the Fulcher law proposed by Holtzberg et al. [9] is 4.6 K. Therefore it is not surprising that the spins appear to be frozen at 2 K in the thermal conductivity experiment. We note that, in the case of amorphous spin glass like the metallic alloys studied recently [10] Now the inverse relaxation time corresponding to phonon scattering by TLS is given by [8] :
As already noted, the frequency of the most important phonons is such that ~c~maXlkT ~ 4 so that the hyperbolic tangent can be neglected and the value of no M2 deduced from the coefficient G. The part of the scattering due to magnetic disorder corresponds to the difference Go -GH, as the saturation of the field effect is obtained. From the experimental value Go -GH = 4.9 x 10 -5, we obtain no M 2 = 5.8 x 106 erg . cm -3 (using the measured value of p = 4.4). This value of no M 2 is much smaller than found in structural glasses (9 x 107 erg.cm-3 in vitreous silica [ 13] ) and these « TLS » have not been detected by ultrasonic measurements [ 12] . The situation is similar to that observed in electron irradiated quartz [14] . A very crude estimation of the density of states no can be made from the linear term of the specific heat measured by Meschede et al. [6] on a sample with x = 0.4, and gives a large value no = 1.6 x 1037 erg'~ cm-3 which would lead to a very low coupling constant M ~ 4 x 10-4 eV. This number is indeed very speculative, but it should be noted that the isolated Kramers ion Eu2 + has an orbital singlet ground state 8S7/2 so that its coupling to the lattice is probably quite small.
It seems unlikely that the frequency dependent phonon scattering still present in high magnetic field would be magnetic in origin. This scattering, which is also described by a Gw term in the inverse relaxation time, could be due to isolated dislocations. In that case, the expression of G is given by [11] :
where b is the Burger vector of the dislocation, y the Gruneisen constant and the constant of the order of 10*~. The density of dislocations Nd corresponding to GH = 8 x 10 -5 should be of the order of : 2 x 1011 cm -2. Despite the fact that the above expression overestimates often Nd by a factor of 102 or 103, this value appears too large to be physically meaningful. This scattering could perhaps be related to some inhomogeneity of the distribution of the Eu ions, which has been observed in some Eu.,Sr , -,,S crystals [ 15] . Two types of effects could occur : (i) some regions having different density and sound velocities than the mean crystal act as phonon scatterers; such a process leads to an apparent Gwp term, with~ ~ 1, if there is a distribution of dimensions of the clusters [16] ; (ii) in the calculation of the point defect scattering term related mainly to the mass difference between the Eu and Sr atoms, interference effects cannot be neglected and could lead to a frequency dependence different from the standard expression ~4~ [ 17] .
The most interesting result of the present work is the evidence of phonon scattering by the magnetic disorder of the spin glass state. In the phenomenological analysis given above, we have considered the existence of « TLS », that is of localized entities. In fact the specific heat data in zero field [6] has been semi-quantitatively explained by computer simulation calculations of the density of states of collective excitations more analogous to spin waves [ 18, 19] . A contribution to the heat conductivity due to spin waves and varying as T2 has been observed in a ferromagnetic EuS polycrystalline sample [20] . Such a possibility is excluded in Euo.44Sro.56S as the effect of a magnetic field should be to decrease this contribution, in contrast with the experimental observation of an increase of the thermal conductivity.
On the other hand, it is to be noted that a phenomenological description of the time dependent effects in the magnetic properties of metallic spin glasses has been given on the basis of thermally activated two level systems [21] . The possibility of tunnelling has not been considered in this work, though this process is important in the models describing the low temperature properties of structural glasses [7] . From the estimate of the density of states no given above, no = 1.6 x 1037 erg-1 cm ~ 3, and with the hypothesis that this constant density of states extends to energies of the order of 1 K, the total number of« TLS » is found to be 2.2 x 1021 cm -3, that is about one third of the number of Eu atoms. Therefore it appears that such « TLS » would correspond to small clusters and so are not the same as those responsible for the time-dependent effects, which imply the association of a large number of individual moments [21 ] .
In fact, no memory effect has been detected in the thermal conductivity experiments described above and the results obtained above 1.2 K in a preliminary experiment were independent of the temperature of application of the magnetic field (4.2 or 1.2 K). Our experimental conditions below 1 K (time scale of one measurement of the order of one hour at the lowest temperature, necessary to reach thermal equilibrium, and large magnetic field) are actually completely different from those of the study of magnetic properties by Ferre et al. [22] .
Finally, we note that the theoretical studies of sound attenuation in spin glasses, which lead to an inverse relaxation time proportional to W3/2 have been restricted so far to the temperature region around and above Tg [23, 24] . The results of the present work show that this frequency dependence is effectively not valid below Tg. 4 . Conclusion. -Measurements of the thermal conductivity of an Euo.44Sr o. 56S single crystal with applied magnetic field have shown the evidence of phonon scattering by some magnetic entities related to the spin disorder of the spin glass phase (T ~ Tg). The T 2 law observed at low temperatures strongly suggests that these magnetic entities scatter phonons in a similar way to the TLS involved in the properties of structural glasses. Such a phenomenological analysis of the results of both specific heat data [6] and thermal conductivity leads to the conclusion that the magnetic « TLS » should be different from those invoked by Prejean and Souletie [21] , where only thermally activation processes are operative. Nevertheless this point must be confirmed by (i) specific heat measurements on the sample used in the present work, in high magnetic fields, to obtain a more reliable quantitative estimate of the density of TLS, (ii) magnetization measurements, again on the same sample, in the same magnetic field and temperature ranges as used here, to control any time dependence and memory effects. Theoretical work on the microscopic nature of these magnetic « TLS » and their coupling to phonons should be of great interest. Finally, the phonon scattering by magnetic « TLS » disappears above 2 teslas at T = 0.288 K, and the question arises as to the possible relation between this « saturating » field and the predicted transition line in the (H, T) plane between the spin glass and paramagnetic phases [25, 26] . Additional experiments with applied magnetic field at different temperatures are clearly needed and will be carried out in a near future.
